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October 10, 2018, changed us forever. It was hard to imagine coming back from this. But at
heart, the people of the Florida Panhandle are strong. They are the heroes in this story. The ones
who inspire hope and wield inexhaustible strength. This is their story. Told in their own words. In
their poetry. In the images they captured.Hurricane Michael brought so many changes to the
Panhandle of Florida. The most obvious changes, to the landscape and to the buildings, is
unmistakable. Following the storm, the area looked like a warzone.One thing that has not
changed is the resilience and faith of the people in the region. Watching the countless
volunteers, the residents reaching out in their own hour of need to help another, witnessing
random acts of kindness daily, has been inspiring and life-affirming.In the Eye of the Storm:
Stories of Survival and Hope from the Florida Panhandle is a collection of stories from people
who rode out the storm, were first on the scene in the aftermath, who have weathered the weeks
and months since Michael slammed into the area, and who have come from far and wide to
assist. They are daily reminders of the strength of the human spirit and the power of hope so
needed in the aftermath.Countless people rode out the category 4 (almost category 5) storm
and swear they will never do it again. Volunteers pouring into the state in the days following the
destruction repeatedly said they have never seen anything like it. City and county officials
promise rebuilding has begun and that the area will be back stronger than ever.It's the residents
though, the ones who woke the following morning to a world inexplicably altered, that are at the
heart of this project. The survivors. The broken. The devastated. It's their voices that tell the story
best. Their beauty and resilience is inspiring and so worthy of recognition. This is for them.This
book is possible only through the generosity of the individuals willing to share their stories, their
pain, and their grief with me. They are true warriors, able to put into words everything we all felt
in those first days, and all we continue to feel as our new reality settled upon us.
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EMERSONAcknowledgementsHurricane Michael brought so many changes to the Panhandle
of Florida. The most obvious changes, to the landscape and the buildings, is unmistakable.
Following the storm, the city looked like a warzone.One thing that has not changed is the
resilience and faith of the people in the region. Watching the countless volunteers, the residents
reaching out in their own hour of need to help another, witnessing random acts of kindness daily,
has been inspiring and life-affirming.In the Eye of the Storm: Stories of Survival and Hope from
the Florida Panhandle is a collection of stories from people who rode out the storm, were first on
the scene in the aftermath, who have weathered the weeks since Michael slammed into the



area, and who have come from far and wide to assist. They are daily reminders of the strength of
the human spirit and the power of hope so needed in the aftermath.Countless people rode out
the category 4 (almost category 5) storm and swear they will never do it again. Volunteers
pouring into the state in the days following the destruction repeatedly said they have never seen
anything like it. City and county officials promise rebuilding has begun and that the area will be
back stronger than ever.It's the residents though, the ones who woke the following morning to a
world inexplicably altered, that are at the heart of this project. The survivors. The broken. The
devastated. It's their voices that tell the story best. Their beauty and resilience is inspiring and so
worthy of recognition. This is for them.This book is possible only through the generosity of the
individuals willing to share their stories, and their pain and grief with me. They are truly warriors,
able to put into words everything we all felt in those first days, and all we continued to feel as our
new reality settled upon us.A special thank you to Linda Artman, who in her volunteer efforts
throughout the area, came across so many people with broken but hopeful hearts, and stories
that inspire and put into perspective the chaos and trauma that followed in Michael’s
wake.Thank you to the many contributors who allowed me to use their stories, poetry, and art in
this project. They put into words all we were feeling. Their images captured the devastation, but
also the hope.Malinda AdamsLinda ArtmanJessica Ayers and POPSUGARJared
BrooksHeather ClementsAshley DavisJason DavisKevin ElliotEmma FenwickJohn
FenwickNichole FenwickErica McNabb FloydJeff HaireMelinda HallJack HammJason
HeddenKim Mixon HillKarsun Design PhotographyKristi KirklandSandi Klug-LardLaura
McManusTony Miller AB NelsonRebekah NelsonJohanna RuckerLauren SheltonCindy K.
SicklesTony Simmons and The News HeraldJane Smith◆◆◆Author’s NoteThe stories, poetry,
and images contained in this book come from the many residents of the Florida Panhandle who
survived Hurricane Michael and who are working tirelessly in the aftermath to rebuild their lives
and livelihoods.Most are ordinary citizens who have risen to extraordinary heights to help others
and provide hope to their families, friends, neighbors and towns. I am grateful for their
willingness to share their stories and art with me.The artists and writers who created the
Facebook page, The Art of Michael, deserve a special thank you. Their poetry, paintings,
photography, and reflections inspired and ushered in the healing we so desperately needed in
the initial weeks following October 10, 2018. A day none of us will ever forget. They are a bright
beacon in the face of such overwhelming devastation.In the Eye of the Storm: Stories of Survival
and Hope from the Florida Panhandle, has been a community endeavor. Each story told in the
words of the people who lived it. Many tears were shed in the writing, but healing was also
present.When it seemed as if the world had moved on, we relied more heavily on each other and
shared in the ever-present heartbreak of seeing our home laid bare in such an overwhelming
way. We became united in the common purpose of moving forward, rebuilding, and growing. Out
of the ashes of Michael’s destruction came the hope and faith we needed to move on.With
renewed passion and our willingness to do the hard work, we will build something better,
stronger, and more beautiful. #850strongThe Eye of the StormRaging, violent winds,blinding,



battering rain,deafening, angry roar,explosive, destructive carnage,then silence.In the eye of the
storm.Bewitching, tantalizing calm,deceptive, quiet, stillness,illuminating, glowing light,for a
heartbeat.The eye of the storm has passed.Giving way to unspeakable violence,delivering
shattering, brutal wreckage where moments before was silence.The eye of the storm has
passed.The winds and rain now quiet, a world once standing firm, demolished within the
riot.The eye of the storm has passed.Annihilation its calling card,broken, battered landscape,no
corner left unmarred. The eye of the storm has passed.With dawn’s first gleaming light,the
magnitude of the struggle,laid bare in clear, plain sight.The eye of the storm has passed.The
struggle begins anew,with day’s first dawning breath,lay mountains that must be moved.The eye
of the storm has passed.Unvanquished we remain,carrying thoughts of days before,into a world
inexplicably changed.The eye of the storm has passed.Through the days and weeks ahead,the
seemingly endless violence,giving way to hope instead.The eye of the storm has
passed.Undefeated by its cruelty,hearts and shoulders squared,prepared to embrace our
duty. Extraordinary, valiant efforts,beautiful, selfless sacrifice,faithful, unrelenting hearts,strong,
indomitable will,recovering.Tireless, unceasing strength,determined, unwavering focus,abiding,
steadfast hope,abundant, inexhaustible faith,rebuilding.—Jennifer N. Fenwick, November 24,
2018The Birth of a Monsterby Jennifer N. Fenwick

Most are ordinary citizens who have risen to extraordinary heights to help others and provide
hope to their families, friends, neighbors and towns. I am grateful for their willingness to share
their stories and art with me.The artists and writers who created the Facebook page, The Art of
Michael, deserve a special thank you. Their poetry, paintings, photography, and reflections
inspired and ushered in the healing we so desperately needed in the initial weeks following
October 10, 2018. A day none of us will ever forget. They are a bright beacon in the face of such
overwhelming devastation.In the Eye of the Storm: Stories of Survival and Hope from the Florida
Panhandle, has been a community endeavor. Each story told in the words of the people who
lived it. Many tears were shed in the writing, but healing was also present.When it seemed as if
the world had moved on, we relied more heavily on each other and shared in the ever-present
heartbreak of seeing our home laid bare in such an overwhelming way. We became united in the
common purpose of moving forward, rebuilding, and growing. Out of the ashes of Michael’s
destruction came the hope and faith we needed to move on.With renewed passion and our
willingness to do the hard work, we will build something better, stronger, and more beautiful.
#850strongThe Eye of the StormRaging, violent winds,blinding, battering rain,deafening, angry
roar,explosive, destructive carnage,then silence.In the eye of the storm.Bewitching, tantalizing
calm,deceptive, quiet, stillness,illuminating, glowing light,for a heartbeat.The eye of the storm
has passed.Giving way to unspeakable violence,delivering shattering, brutal wreckage where
moments before was silence.The eye of the storm has passed.The winds and rain now quiet, a
world once standing firm, demolished within the riot.The eye of the storm has
passed.Annihilation its calling card,broken, battered landscape,no corner left unmarred. The eye



of the storm has passed.With dawn’s first gleaming light,the magnitude of the struggle,laid bare
in clear, plain sight.The eye of the storm has passed.The struggle begins anew,with day’s first
dawning breath,lay mountains that must be moved.The eye of the storm has
passed.Unvanquished we remain,carrying thoughts of days before,into a world inexplicably
changed.The eye of the storm has passed.Through the days and weeks ahead,the seemingly
endless violence,giving way to hope instead.The eye of the storm has passed.Undefeated by its
cruelty,hearts and shoulders squared,prepared to embrace our duty. Extraordinary, valiant
efforts,beautiful, selfless sacrifice,faithful, unrelenting hearts,strong, indomitable
will,recovering.Tireless, unceasing strength,determined, unwavering focus,abiding, steadfast
hope,abundant, inexhaustible faith,rebuilding.—Jennifer N. Fenwick, November 24, 2018The
Birth of a Monsterby Jennifer N. FenwickIn the first week of October 2018, a cluster of
thunderstorms was observed off the Yucatan peninsula. On October 6, the system was declared
a potential tropical cyclone. On October 7, the strengthening tropical storm was named Michael.
On October 8, Hurricane Michael was being tracked and expected to hit the Florida Panhandle
by the middle of the week, a category 2 or 3 storm. Michael, however, wasn’t finished
strengthening, his barometric pressure continuing its downward trend.According to National
Geographic, “Warm waters, low wind shear, and a tight core are the three most essential
features hurricanes need to gain strength.” Michael took advantage of all three as he moved into
the Gulf of Mexico and over the course of the night on October 9, became catastrophically
strong.On October 10, 2018, Hurricane Michael made landfall at approximately 12:15 pm along
the Florida Panhandle. A deadly category 4 storm with sustained winds of 155 mph, gusts
reaching a staggering 185 mph, and a minimum central pressure of 919 millibars, Michael made
his presence known as the third strongest hurricane on record to hit the U.S.In the days prior,
residents had prepared, waited, and watched. Evacuation zones had been established by the
Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) of the cities directly in Michael’s path. Those within the
affected areas had either evacuated or prepared to ride out the storm.Tuesday night, October 9,
residents went to bed to a potential category 2 or 3 storm. Many had remained through Opal
(1995) and Ivan (2004) and felt confident they could weather this one as well. Overnight though,
the monster grew and by 4:00 am, Michael had reached category 4, almost category 5
status.Within hours the potential category 3 impact had grown into a nightmare of monster
proportions. Residents rushed to get to safety or hunkered down where they were, hoping,
praying for a miracle.“I think that if people are comparing storms, what was really fascinating was
that Michael was still intensifying when it was making landfall, which is similar to Hurricane
Camille also intensifying as it moved inland,” said AccuWeather Senior Meteorologist Dan
Kottlowski, in an article that appeared in National Geographic. “Other storms like Hurricane Opal
in 1995 actually went from a category 4 to 3, just like most storms that make landfall on the Gulf
Coast tend to weaken.”According to the National Geographic article posted on October 11,
Hurricane Michael had one last reconnaissance aircraft mission before landfall. The mission
suggested it was strengthening leading up to its Florida strike, with reports that the flight level



winds had increased, and pressure had continued to drop even further to 917
millibars.According to the Tallahassee Democrat, “Michael’s intensification began on Tuesday,
October 9 and continued until the minute it made landfall. In that 36-hour time-frame, Michael’s
maximum sustained winds increased by 55 knots while central pressure plunged by 54
millibars.”Michael’s intensification had catastrophic implications for the Florida Panhandle, as
peak winds slammed into the area, meeting or exceeding the 155-mph documented
speed.“Hurricanes intensifying prior to landfall are able to carry destructive winds much farther
inland than non-intensifying storms, particularly when coupled with Michael’s forward speed
exceeding 15 mph,” the Democrat reported.Hurricane Michael’s intensification from a category 2
to a category 4 hurricane occurred in a matter of hours over the course of Tuesday night,
October 9. Residents awoke to a dramatically different scenario than the one they had gone to
bed with the previous evening. The window of opportunity to evacuate had already closed.
People were forced to attempt to reach rapidly filling shelters or to ride out the storm where they
were.In an October 10, teleconference organized by FEMA, Brad Kieserman, vice-president for
disaster operations and logistics for the American Red Cross said, “This storm went from a
tropical storm to a projected category 3 at landfall in six hours yesterday. It’s not behaving
normally. It intensified extremely quickly. It didn’t give anyone time to do much. And the one thing
you can’t get back in a disaster is time.”As the sun was beginning to set on the evening of
October 10, residents in the path of Hurricane Michael emerged to a nightmare. Franklin County
Sheriff, A.J. Smith told the Washington Post, “We’re kind of getting crushed. It’s horrific.”

Most are ordinary citizens who have risen to extraordinary heights to help others and provide
hope to their families, friends, neighbors and towns. I am grateful for their willingness to share
their stories and art with me.The artists and writers who created the Facebook page, The Art of
Michael, deserve a special thank you. Their poetry, paintings, photography, and reflections
inspired and ushered in the healing we so desperately needed in the initial weeks following
October 10, 2018. A day none of us will ever forget. They are a bright beacon in the face of such
overwhelming devastation.In the Eye of the Storm: Stories of Survival and Hope from the Florida
Panhandle, has been a community endeavor. Each story told in the words of the people who
lived it. Many tears were shed in the writing, but healing was also present.When it seemed as if
the world had moved on, we relied more heavily on each other and shared in the ever-present
heartbreak of seeing our home laid bare in such an overwhelming way. We became united in the
common purpose of moving forward, rebuilding, and growing. Out of the ashes of Michael’s
destruction came the hope and faith we needed to move on.With renewed passion and our
willingness to do the hard work, we will build something better, stronger, and more beautiful.
#850strongThe Eye of the StormRaging, violent winds,blinding, battering rain,deafening, angry
roar,explosive, destructive carnage,then silence.In the eye of the storm.Bewitching, tantalizing
calm,deceptive, quiet, stillness,illuminating, glowing light,for a heartbeat.The eye of the storm
has passed.Giving way to unspeakable violence,delivering shattering, brutal wreckage where



moments before was silence.The eye of the storm has passed.The winds and rain now quiet, a
world once standing firm, demolished within the riot.The eye of the storm has
passed.Annihilation its calling card,broken, battered landscape,no corner left unmarred. The eye
of the storm has passed.With dawn’s first gleaming light,the magnitude of the struggle,laid bare
in clear, plain sight.The eye of the storm has passed.The struggle begins anew,with day’s first
dawning breath,lay mountains that must be moved.The eye of the storm has
passed.Unvanquished we remain,carrying thoughts of days before,into a world inexplicably
changed.The eye of the storm has passed.Through the days and weeks ahead,the seemingly
endless violence,giving way to hope instead.The eye of the storm has passed.Undefeated by its
cruelty,hearts and shoulders squared,prepared to embrace our duty. Extraordinary, valiant
efforts,beautiful, selfless sacrifice,faithful, unrelenting hearts,strong, indomitable
will,recovering.Tireless, unceasing strength,determined, unwavering focus,abiding, steadfast
hope,abundant, inexhaustible faith,rebuilding.—Jennifer N. Fenwick, November 24, 2018The
Birth of a Monsterby Jennifer N. FenwickIn the first week of October 2018, a cluster of
thunderstorms was observed off the Yucatan peninsula. On October 6, the system was declared
a potential tropical cyclone. On October 7, the strengthening tropical storm was named Michael.
On October 8, Hurricane Michael was being tracked and expected to hit the Florida Panhandle
by the middle of the week, a category 2 or 3 storm. Michael, however, wasn’t finished
strengthening, his barometric pressure continuing its downward trend.According to National
Geographic, “Warm waters, low wind shear, and a tight core are the three most essential
features hurricanes need to gain strength.” Michael took advantage of all three as he moved into
the Gulf of Mexico and over the course of the night on October 9, became catastrophically
strong.On October 10, 2018, Hurricane Michael made landfall at approximately 12:15 pm along
the Florida Panhandle. A deadly category 4 storm with sustained winds of 155 mph, gusts
reaching a staggering 185 mph, and a minimum central pressure of 919 millibars, Michael made
his presence known as the third strongest hurricane on record to hit the U.S.In the days prior,
residents had prepared, waited, and watched. Evacuation zones had been established by the
Emergency Operations Centers (EOCs) of the cities directly in Michael’s path. Those within the
affected areas had either evacuated or prepared to ride out the storm.Tuesday night, October 9,
residents went to bed to a potential category 2 or 3 storm. Many had remained through Opal
(1995) and Ivan (2004) and felt confident they could weather this one as well. Overnight though,
the monster grew and by 4:00 am, Michael had reached category 4, almost category 5
status.Within hours the potential category 3 impact had grown into a nightmare of monster
proportions. Residents rushed to get to safety or hunkered down where they were, hoping,
praying for a miracle.“I think that if people are comparing storms, what was really fascinating was
that Michael was still intensifying when it was making landfall, which is similar to Hurricane
Camille also intensifying as it moved inland,” said AccuWeather Senior Meteorologist Dan
Kottlowski, in an article that appeared in National Geographic. “Other storms like Hurricane Opal
in 1995 actually went from a category 4 to 3, just like most storms that make landfall on the Gulf



Coast tend to weaken.”According to the National Geographic article posted on October 11,
Hurricane Michael had one last reconnaissance aircraft mission before landfall. The mission
suggested it was strengthening leading up to its Florida strike, with reports that the flight level
winds had increased, and pressure had continued to drop even further to 917
millibars.According to the Tallahassee Democrat, “Michael’s intensification began on Tuesday,
October 9 and continued until the minute it made landfall. In that 36-hour time-frame, Michael’s
maximum sustained winds increased by 55 knots while central pressure plunged by 54
millibars.”Michael’s intensification had catastrophic implications for the Florida Panhandle, as
peak winds slammed into the area, meeting or exceeding the 155-mph documented
speed.“Hurricanes intensifying prior to landfall are able to carry destructive winds much farther
inland than non-intensifying storms, particularly when coupled with Michael’s forward speed
exceeding 15 mph,” the Democrat reported.Hurricane Michael’s intensification from a category 2
to a category 4 hurricane occurred in a matter of hours over the course of Tuesday night,
October 9. Residents awoke to a dramatically different scenario than the one they had gone to
bed with the previous evening. The window of opportunity to evacuate had already closed.
People were forced to attempt to reach rapidly filling shelters or to ride out the storm where they
were.In an October 10, teleconference organized by FEMA, Brad Kieserman, vice-president for
disaster operations and logistics for the American Red Cross said, “This storm went from a
tropical storm to a projected category 3 at landfall in six hours yesterday. It’s not behaving
normally. It intensified extremely quickly. It didn’t give anyone time to do much. And the one thing
you can’t get back in a disaster is time.”As the sun was beginning to set on the evening of
October 10, residents in the path of Hurricane Michael emerged to a nightmare. Franklin County
Sheriff, A.J. Smith told the Washington Post, “We’re kind of getting crushed. It’s horrific.”Search
and recovery began immediately with teams from around Florida deployed to the Panhandle. In
Mexico Beach, where the eye of the storm crossed, rescue teams used dogs to comb through
the piles of rubble and mangled structures of the once pristine seaside town. Authorities
explained that it could be weeks or months before anything approaching “normal” returns to the
region.In the first few weeks following the storm, residents in the Florida Panhandle struggled to
come to grips with the destruction of their homes and cities. “Many who have returned since the
storm are living in campers, tents or bunking with neighbors, and relying on portable toilets and
boxed ready-to-eat meals provided by FEMA, the Red Cross or other volunteers,” reported The
Guardian.First responders made their way into Mexico Beach as soon after the storm as they
could. Roads had to be cleared of debris. Search and rescue began almost immediately in the
devasted coastal community. Photo by Brandon Perdue/iStockLike the acres and acres of felled
trees, power poles were snapped by the 155-mph wind, power lines were downed by trees and
limbs, and substations were damaged leaving literally hundreds of thousands without power.
Linemen from all over the country worked 16-hour days trying to restore power. In all, about
6,000 tree service and line workers were deployed to the area within a matter of hours, the
Pensacola Journal reported.As this book is being written, relief efforts are ongoing. The



accumulated piles of debris are slowly being removed and discarded. Power restoration has
largely been completed. People are returning to their homes, if they are still standing, and their
jobs, if they are still employed. School has slowly resumed, with an alternating schedule as
students will be sharing buildings as damaged campuses are rebuilt or repaired. Residents are
getting used to this “new normal” they find themselves traversing, “One day at a time,” the mantra
reverberated throughout the region.“It’s going to be a long recovery process,” Callaway Mayor,
Pam Henderson explained in an article published by Panama City Living Magazine, “You know,
you can’t undo all the damage overnight, but we’re going to get it cleaned up. It’s sad to see that
some of the older businesses are destroyed but, you know, we’re getting through and it’s going
to be okay. We’re going to rebuild. It’s going to be better than it was before. I truly believe that
we’re going to improve the quality of life for citizens and we’re going to get through all of
this.”◆◆◆In the days following Hurricane Michael, residents of Bay and surrounding counties
relied on the generosity of volunteer organizations to provide necessities like hot food, water,
ice, hygiene products, and clean clothes. Photo by Jeff Haire, taken in the devastated area of
Springfield, FL.It’s the little thingsThey sleep in the living room nowJust to be closeIt’s a little
thingBut it helpsThey’ve given away free meals while their kitchen is downTheir employees
moved awayBut they’re still servingHe got an envelope today from an old friendIn his
mailboxThe box he duct-taped to a limb in the pileIt’s a little thingBut it helpsThey sang a song
she hadn’t heard in yearsNana’s hymnThe one they sang when she leftHe’s seen hundreds of
people in the past monthBut he remembered her name and her son’sIt’s a little thingBut it
helpsThey found the missing tool under the shedIt had fallen between the boards years
agoPapa’s name was carved in the grip.They left their homes to restore oursShe lost her house,
but she made them sweet teaIt’s a little thingBut it helpsThe big things have fallenThe little things
have grownLook closelyIt’s the little thingsIt always was.—Jason Hedden, November 6,
2018This. Is. Destruction.This is despair. Laid bare and broken.Pain so tangible it shatters and
destroys.This is defeat. A complete surrenderingto forces too powerful to withstand.This is life.
Stripped to the bone.Wound gaping and raw. This is weeping.In body shaking, wracking
sobsthat hollow and numb. This is real. So painfully, achingly real.This. Is. Destruction.—
Jennifer N. Fenwick, December 30, 2018Destruction. Photo by John FenwickThree Days That
Changed Everythingby Jennifer N. FenwickTuesday, October 9, 2018—On Tuesday morning,
October 9, The Weather Channel reported that Hurricane Michael would likely make landfall
along the northeast Gulf Coast of Florida. Michael was anticipated to strike as a Category 2 or 3
storm. Although, storm surge, damaging winds, and flooding rain were likely, the majority of my
family had decided not to evacuate. None of us were in a flood zone, and we’d ridden out a few
hurricanes in the past, including Ivan in 2005.Mandatory evacuations had already been issued
for some areas in Bay and surrounding counties, mostly the beach, areas below sea level, and
those who lived in mobile homes. Over the weekend, stores had already begun to run out of
supplies and gas had become hard to come by. Roads were heavy with the traffic of people
who’d decided in advance to head out of town.My husband, John, and I had decided to ride this



one out, as had our daughters who lived in the Lynn Haven area of Bay County. In preparation,
we'd stocked up on water, batteries, non-perishable foods, candles and hope. We'd boarded up
our windows, tied down the outdoor furniture, placed our plants out of harm's way, and made
sure flying debris wouldn’t cause additional damage. The only thing we didn’t have control over
was the multitude of mature and old trees in our area. They had withstood Opal and Ivan, so our
hope was that they’d survive Michael as well.We continued to monitor Michael’s trajectory and
strength for most of the day. We also made a contingency plan and asked the girls to pack a bag
and stand by just in case.Wednesday, October 10, 2018—Though we'd prepared, on the
morning of October 10, at 4:30 am, John and I decided staying in our home was no longer an
option. Michael was forecasted to hit our area mid-morning a powerful Category 4, potentially
Category 5, hurricane. Nowhere in his path would be safe.We called the girls and told them to
grab essentials and within the hour to meet us at the Panama City Surgery Center, where we
would ride out the storm with other family members. My brother-in-law, a local physician and part
owner of the facility, provided the sanctuary as our Plan B.John and I grabbed our things and
fled the Cove, where our home is located. I left my new Toyota 86 sports car in the carport
because the wind and rain had already made the streets too dangerous to drive in a six-speed
car that low to the ground. I knew leaving that the likelihood of losing the car was great, but at the
moment I didn't care. I wanted my family safe. That's all that mattered.In the few hours we had
prior to Michael making landfall, we helped the other families sheltering with us and prepared to
ride out the monster headed our way. I called my extended family in the area, ensuring they were
either safe or had fled. At 11:04 we lost power and phone service. The generators kicked on
providing light, which in the darkest moments of the storm was a godsend.By 11:11, Michael
was making landfall with sustained winds of 155 mph and gusts reaching 185 mph. The eye of
the storm passed a mere 25 miles from Panama City where we were located, battering the
building we'd taken shelter in. We could hear transformers exploding all around us. The sound of
trees snapping and debris hitting the building was like nothing I'd ever experienced. Frightened
and praying, we huddled together in the interior of the building.For nearly four hours the storm
was relentless. The lobby doors had been breached and we could hear ceiling tiles falling and
metal roofing being ripped off the mezzanine out front. The walls seemed to be breathing. We
could feel the air pressure around us dropping with each successive hour Michael battered our
city.Image taken outside the Panama City Surgery Center where we sheltered as the storm
began to make landfall mid-morning, October 10, 2018. Photo by Jennifer N. FenwickThe
eyewall skirted our area as it made its way inland over Mexico Beach, Callaway, and Tyndall Air
Force Base. In our area, we never got a reprieve from the wind and rain, but we were together
and safe. As long as I could see my daughters, hold their hands and shelter in my husband's
embrace, I would be ok.As the winds began to lessen, we began to breathe again. We'd
survived the worst, but the aftermath was just beginning.In a lot of ways, it felt surreal. Growing
up in this area, I'd seen many storms hit the Gulf Coast, had even ridden out a few, but never had
I experienced anything like this. Still, nothing could prepare any of us for the destruction that



awaited outside our safe haven.Thursday, October 11, 2018—Thursday, October 11, dawned
bright and cool after the storm. The sky a brilliant blue canvas against a foreground of utter and
complete destruction.Early that morning, as soon as the curfew was lifted, my husband and
brother-in-law departed in John's Jeep to go check on our homes. The girls and I remained in
our shelter waiting anxiously for their return.Aid was already pouring into the area and search
and recovery were well underway. Preliminary reports cited the Mexico Beach area as the
hardest hit. The expected storm surge, which we in Panama City were grateful to have escaped,
had devastated the small gulf front community.The once picturesque resort town was simply
gone. Homes, businesses, miles of pristine coastline destroyed. The wall of water Michael had
brought with him swept homes, restaurants, and other local businesses off their foundations and
out to sea. They'd simply vanished in the deluge.We heard similar reports out of the Tyndall Air
Force Base and the Callaway areas where the eye of the storm had crossed. In Panama City, I
could see the destruction out the window of our safe haven. Juxtapositioned against the
beautiful blue sky, the carnage seemed unreal. Trees were blown over at their roots, others
snapped into like twigs, all bare of the leaves that had adorned them just the day before. My
sight line was extensive as there were no billboards, power poles or trees to block my view.I
could see buildings without roofs. Others with downed limbs and in some cases, entire trees,
resting on what remained of their structures. It looked, I imagined, like a bomb had been
detonated leaving nothing but destruction in its wake. I prepared myself for John's return and the
news he would bring.Our home in Panama City, FL in September of 2018, a few weeks prior to
Hurricane Michael. Photo by John FenwickThe Cove, located on a peninsula-like stretch of land
near downtown Panama City, was home to numerous oak and other indigenous trees, some
three to four hundred years old. I knew our home stood a good chance of having been crushed
under the weight of one of the many large trees on our property. At the moment though, knowing
my family was safe, was all that really mattered.At midday, after hours of anxious waiting, John
and my brother-in-law, Keith, returned. I'll never forget the look on their faces. Shocked doesn't
even begin to describe the expression that greeted us on their return. Solemn, shaken, quiet,
they relayed what they had witnessed.Downed trees had prevented them from entering The
Cove any other way but on foot. They'd set out, hiking into the area, climbing over and through
trees, power poles with downed lines everywhere, and piles of debris. The humidity rose as the
morning progressed, making for an arduous trek.Both conveyed that at times they didn't even
know where they were. Instead, taking the time to uncover downed street signs in order to get
their bearings.Their first stop, to check on John's brother, Steve, who had ridden out the storm in
his home near ours. We feared the worst.Gratefully, Steve made it through just as we had,
although the first words out of his mouth, "If there's ever a next time, I'm outta here, Cat 1, 2,
even a tropical storm, I'm never doing this again."We'd hear that a lot over the next days and felt
the same ourselves. Once in my lifetime was more than enough.Steve's truck was buried under
piles of limbs and debris, but his house was intact with minor damage. Their mom's house, right
next door was also standing. The guys dug their way to the front door to check inside so they



could report back to Mom, who was with me at the Surgery Center. A lot of downed trees,
damage to her carport, busted glass from a window in her kitchen, and her large storage shed in
the back pretty much obliterated. However, she still had a viable roof over her head and a home
to return to; so much luckier than many families we would soon discover.Our home a few days
following the storm. The once tranquil beauty of The Cove, the miles of gorgeous shade trees
and hanging Spanish moss that had attracted us to the area were simply gone. Photo by John
FenwickAfter leaving Mom's, John and the guys split up, so Keith could check his home a block
over from ours on the water. John made his way slowly to our street. Watching the video, he
captured of his trek into our neighborhood brought me to tears. I didn't know what I was looking
at for most of it. Familiar landmarks, gone. If someone asked me, I would have assured them I
was looking at a war-ravaged city, the remains stark and grisly. It was heartbreaking.As John
crept up our street, he ran into neighbors wandering the street in shock just as he was. He
turned his camera toward our house. I held my breath. I knew we would not escape the carnage,
but I was unprepared for the destruction his camera revealed.Chaos. Everywhere. Our
neighborhood was hidden under tons of downed trees and debris. Our neighbors walking
around in shock, trying, as John was, to make sense out of what they were seeing. Trees once
standing proud and straight were now broken and leafless on the ground, on homes and
crushing carports and cars. Including mine. My 50th birthday present from John just the year
before was buried underneath the large oak tree that once stood sentinel at the edge of our
property next to our mailbox.It had fallen into our newly built carport and come to rest
sandwiched between the folds of the metal carport roof that had once provided shelter and
protection. My car was buried under the massive oak. John's video revealed the crushed roof,
flattened tires and shattered windows of my Toyota 86. The good news? It had likely saved our
family room and bay window by taking the brunt of the impact.The roof over the area was
damaged and water had breached the interior room, soaking the wood floor and the music
equipment John had not had time to relocate before we raced to shelter.Other parts of our metal
roof were peeled back like the skin of a banana and a hole had been torn into the area over
John's office soaking the carpet and destroying the ceiling and insulation above it. Thankfully,
the other large tree in our front yard, though leaning dangerously toward the house, had not yet
fallen into the room between the two front bedrooms.Of the once eleven trees on our property,
only one remained standing, though it's branches and leaves were gone. It looked desolate
standing there, a mere shadow of the beautiful tree it had once been.John's workshop bore the
weight of another large tree across its roof. It would take digging through piles of debris to
determine the extent of the damage. Our privacy fence was laying on its side in the alley behind
our home.Thankfully, the main parts of the house were intact and reparable, which was
miraculous. Our daughters and their guys had lost their house in Lynn Haven and would need a
place to live while the rebuilding process was taking place. At least we could provide them with a
safe place to lay their heads. There was little else we could do at the moment.Rebuilding will be
long and arduous for us all. We are reduced to bare essentials, but overall, so much luckier than



so many others. The landscape within and surrounding Michael's path will never be the same
We have our lives though, and both John's and my family survived. That is the most important
thing. The thing we are most grateful for as we stand in the middle of the carnage.Prior to the
storm, our backyard had been an oasis of trees, flowering plants and the beautiful waterfall John
had built, all surrounded by the privacy fence we’d installed about a decade before. After
Michael, it was unrecognizable. Photo by John FenwickHaving survived our youngest daughter's
battle with stage four cancer in 2016, our family was already close. This has brought us that
much closer. We are survivors and we know without fail, that God is with us. We have seen and
felt his presence countless times since that fateful Wednesday that changed everything.The
outpouring of support and assistance from people near and far is tremendous and
heartwarming. Neighbors helping neighbors, strangers reaching across the destruction to
comfort and assist. That is the calm in the eye of this storm. The unmistakable and steadfast
presence of God is witnessed and felt in each act of kindness, no matter how great or small.My
hometown and this region are resilient. We will make it through the aftermath and with God's
guidance and mercy, we will come through stronger and more grateful for the little things. Like
the sun rising and setting in splendor each day against the stark landscape that remains. Being
able to look up at night to see a blanket of stars and the bright moon clearer now without the city
lights obstructing our view. Nothing will be taken for granted. It’s the little things that matter most
now.◆◆◆How Will You Love Me?Who, then, do I addresswhen I ask the question,How would
you love me in this?”I have to ask Myself—not the shaken, traumatized me, not the disoriented,
trembling me,Not the horrified, terrorized me,Nor the regressed me who wants to curl backinto
the womb,And certainly not the enraged meWho wants to strike back in revengeat
Michael Rampage for rampage.Rather, I must query the wise me,The me who knows that who I
am is The essence of kind compassion,Of tender wisdom,Of the nurturing mother and
protecting father.And so, I ask these inner parents, Who know me better than I know myself,How
would you love me in this devastation?And the answers come:We would hide you in the closetAs
the ceiling falls, And hide your lost lamb with you.We would whisper in your ear:Peace be
still.We would give you the Truth—That you are safe,And give you prayers to say And confidence
to know The storm will be over, soon, soon.And when the winds quiet,And the deluge
softens,And only a soft rain lullabies The broken land,We would lead you out, and show you That
you are still here,That you are alive in thisStrange landscape.We are there as you pick your way
throughShattered glass, pink clouds of insulation,Saturated particle board,and wrinkled library
books.And we put you in high gear—Pack a suitcase, grab precious pictures,Toothbrush, file
cabinet of papers,Cell phone and cord. We give you the presence of mind toFlee.We are with
you as the alert, focused,intent driver,Who swerves among downed wires, Tree trunks, and
prone electric poles toescape the ruined streets, safe and wholeIn a drivable car with its
shattered back window.How would we love you?We would love you to Dothan, Alabama And
route 84 east to Thomasville RoadPast flattened gas stations, Where you have to hide behind
your carTo squat and pee,And, with just enough cell phone juice,
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Andrea E Boulette Dow, “A must read by all to feel our devastation and destruction. Thank you
Jennifer. I was in Lynn Haven during Hurricane Michael. In The Eye Of The Storm is a great book
of writings from people who were here.. Those who lived through and survived the storm . The
devastation and desegregation Michael left can never fully be imagined unless you lived those 4
hours of horror and the many months following. The pictures Jennifer Fenwick illustrated show
much of what we live like still today here in Panama City. Our community became a family in 4
hours and we will rebuild..we are stronger because of Michael.. We are #850STRONG!”

christie brannon, “A Must Read. Wonderful book about personal experiences, poems and
pictures from individuals during the storm. I ordered 3 books for family members who rode out
the storm in the cove. #850strong”

M Golf, “Hurricane Michael survivor. I thought this book was very accurate of Hurricane Michael.
The author captured the wounded hearts and souls of Hurricane Michael victims and survivors.
A nice but tough read.”

Teresa Jacobs, “From a survivor. I'm a Michael survivor. This book could have been written by
any one of us here in the disaster zone. I cried as I read one page after another. As I viewed 1
picture after another remembering driving by that spot myself. This gives the reader a sliver of
understanding the nightmare of that day. I recommend buying this book.”

ty nisley, “Read this book. This bike means a lot to me I helped after Michael hit. I was in wewa
Florida helping for five months with Samaritan’s purse you have to read”

Gwyndolyn Hocking, “A very good read.. It pulls at the heart strings to hear from other people
that survived the storm and to hear their stories of strength and moving forward after such a
major devastation in this area. Anybody that doesn't know or isn't struggling to come back from
this storm really needs to read this.”

Brenda Johnson, “Brought back the post disaster feelins. Loved the stories in this book. Our
retirement home was damaged in Michael and it is just a couple miles East of Mexico Beach
along the coast”

The book by Jennifer N. Fenwick has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 57 people have provided feedback.
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